Breakthrough
Women in Construction
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“Sudbury’s Leadership Development Programme is the best leadership
development programme I’ve ever been to in my whole career. It was
authentic, it was relevant and we got so much out of it as a team.”
- CEO Wellington Zoo, Karen Fifield

What is ‘Breakthrough’?

Who will benefit?

A powerful and proven leadership programme for
women who want to improve their performance in a
challenging environment. This unique two day course
uses interaction with horses to help you develop
leadership presence.

Women from different leadership positions within a
variety of organisations in the Construction Industry:
• Executive leadership teams
• Leaders within an organisation
• Leaders within an organisation
• Emerging leaders
• Companies or teams undergoing changes
• Newly formed teams that need to become effective as a
group in a short time
• Teams who need to exchange new ideas quickly and
clearly
• Talent pool or high-flying personnel as part of ongoing
professional development
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Why use horses?

Course outcomes.

Horses are astonishingly effective at giving accurate,
undistorted feedback on your leadership style. It is
almost impossible to achieve this level of unbiased
feedback from a human without taking it personally.

You come away from the programme with an
increase in self-awareness which enables you to:

Why are horses such an effective training tool?

• Establish boundaries and have the courage to stick to
them

• A horse communicates mainly through body
language. To be effective, your mind, emotions,
intention and body language must be completely
aligned towards conveying the same message.

• Understand and develop your approach to nonverbal communication

• A horse is independent. It doesn’t care about
your name, your fame, your position, or your past
achievements. It will give you honest feedback.
• Horses are prey animals. If you suddenly doubt
your action, the horse will sense it immediately and
challenge your leadership. The horses reflect your
‘real’ mood and model your behaviour, whether you
like it or not.
• Horses are herd animals. They naturally look for an
authentic and confident leader.
• Learning from experience makes the lessons
unforgettable

• Develop a focused, energised and dynamic leadership
style

• Radically improve how you communicate your ideas
• Learn how to build stronger relationships based on
respect
• Establish vision and lead with clarity
• Develop your leadership presence
• Belong to a Women in Construction leadership support
group through Sudbury Leadership
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“Sudbury Leadership was magnificent for me. It was probably
the best course I’ve ever been on for teaching yourself about
yourself. I would encourage anyone to do it now!”
- All Black Coach, Steve Hansen

Programme overview.
Our programme starts with a two day, hands-on learning
experience with the horses, focused by direct coaching
from the horse whisperer and our leadership facilitator.
The schedule shows what to expect during the event,
but our programme can be customised to suit your
organisation. Where appropriate, we can work with you to
create links with your in-house leadership model ensuring
the lessons are applied back in the workplace.
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Time

Day one – Inner Leadership

8am

Presentation by Becky Lloyd, General
Manager of Humes, on Leading Change in a
Traditional Business

9am

Coffee and introduction to the course

10am

Demonstration

Day two – Application

Coffee and leadership facilitation – personal
insights and goals discussion

Horse Arena – approx 1½ hours
with your horse

Horse Arena – approx 1½ hours
with your ahorse

Video analysis

Video analysis

1pm

Lunch

Lunch

2pm

Introduce the ‘Inner
Leadership Principles’

Horse Arena – approx 2½
hours with your horse

Arena – approx 1½ hours
with your horse

Final group discussion – applying principles to
the workplace

Video analysis

Close of day drinks

Finish

Finish by 6pm

12.30pm

5.30pm

Breakthough
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Janine Sudbury
Programme Director

London-born journalist, Janine
Sudbury, started her career working
for the BBC in the UK and National
Radio in New Zealand. Over the
past 15 years Janine has used these
communication and leadership skills
to develop the Sudbury Leadership
Programme, A Look Within. She
is the programme co-ordinator,
facilitator, videographer and is also
a keen horsewoman. She calls the
programme ‘disruptive leadership’
because of its transformational
effect.
Janine is excited to launch
the Breakthrough: Women in
Construction programme because
she is passionate about empowering
women. “This is an original way to
create powerful female leaders in
traditional industries. We guarantee
our programme will make huge
changes to your performance and
help you release your potential.”

Janine has hand-picked only the
best horse trainers from around New
Zealand and abroad with which to
collaborate. Using the Sudbury
leadership model called the ‘Seven
Principles of the Horse Whisperer’,
she has designed a learning pathway
that enables you to develop your
own leadership style during the
two day programme. This unique
collaboration offers participants an
experience of a lifetime.
“I realised that what I could share with
people was not something that they
were ever going to get with traditional
training…horse whispering is not a
mystical art form for dealing with horses,
it is a method that equally applies to
bringing the best out in people. I have
had people imploring me to make this
information known because of the
transformational impact it can have on
their lives. This is a training not to be
missed!”
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“I highly recommend it to anyone looking to not only
build teamwork, but who wants to learn fundamental
truths about dealing with others and encouraging the
best in people.”
- Sam Hazeldine, Managing Director, Medrecruit and Ernst & Young, Young Entrepreneur of the Year
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Testimonials for previous programmes
“We were a bit sceptical about what a horse could teach somebody and
how it could be relevant to our business. But we tried it and we have had
such fantastic results from this practical, hands-on training that we have
put one hundred of our people through it and that speaks for itself.”

“The best workshop experience I have had. I learnt more about myself in
the last two days than I have at all other conferences put together.”

- Debbie Kirby, GM HR - Transport Services, Downer

“How powerful it is for our leaders to be learning these very simple but
most important messages. This project stands out as by far the most
successful in every way.”

“Brilliant! I haven’t been put out of my comfort zone before in a situation
that has relevance to coaching. I’ve learnt more in this workshop than
most others combined.”
- Ryan Hollows, National BMX Coach
“It’s got the highest memory recall of any course we’ve done and these are
senior managers who have been to some pretty fine institutions.”
- Grant Burney, Manager Advisor, Transpower
“The Sudbury Leadership programme is the jewel in the crown because
the coaches who have been through it are always referring back to it.
When we get to a sticking point people come out with the phrase ‘What
would you do if it was a horse?’ So the impact this has had on them has
been profound.”
- Alex McKenzie, Coach Accelerator Manager,
High Performance Sport New Zealand

- Dayle Cheatley, Bike NZ Coach

- Ilse Sheehan, Project Manager, NZ Post
“Exceptional.”
- Major Jason Jones, NZ Army
“It is ideal for boards as it refocuses attention on the importance of good
communication through the building of trust – something that is a vital
determinant of an effective board”.
- Dr Beverley Edlin, specialist in board room dynamics,
Valeo International Limited
“It was demoralising at times because the horses don’t care who you are or
what you’ve done. They just take you at face value which made it a great
experience.”
– Mike Hesson, Head Coach, NZ Cricket

“Forget class room based courses, experiential learning is the best
teacher! The Sudbury Leadership experience is the fastest, most powerful
leadership programme I have come across anywhere in New Zealand or
Europe”
– Richard Petrie, Human Performance Coach,
ex New Zealand Cricket representative
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Contact
If you want more information then visit our website at
www.sudbury.co.nz
Contact Us:
Email: leadership@sudbury.co.nz
Office telephone: (+64) 6 364 3064
Mobile: (+64) 21 104 7686

